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There are five pyramids, one tumulus and an
astounding tunnel complex with chambers and
artefacts that have been discovered thus far. The
Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun is the largest (220
meters) and oldest pyramid known to our world.
The labyrinth complex extends for more than ten
miles. Excavation work began in 2005 and it is of
course astonishing that this wonderful knowledge
should continue to be ignored by regular timehonoured Press and TV news channels. Our tour
began at a point 2.9 km due south of the Pyramid
of the Sun, at the entrance to the labyrinth.

3. Ceramic artefact (K-2) is described in the notice below:

1. Dr Semir Osmanagich points towards the distant Bosnian
Pyramid of the Sun. The pyramid is exactly due north from
this point, the entrance to the tunnel labyrinth.

4. K-2 details, and there are two bluish energy orbs above.

2. Having been supplied with hard hats we duck into the
labyrinth entrance. Maria from Hanover waves.

Word of the project is getting around. We met
individuals and parties from: Germany, France,
Spain, Italy, Switzerland, Bulgaria, South America,
Canada, Japan, Vietnam, Hawaii and UK. It was a
joy to see so much interest from afar.

5. A poster depicts K-2 as a place for meditation. It is most
certainly a very good energy at this location.
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and drinkable. A standardised dowsing procedure
is used for obtaining biophotonic values. The
measurements indicate that at some locations
the spiritual energy values are very high
compared to, for example, a Tibetan temple.

6. Further into the tunnel and more energy orbs.
9. We got wet and dirty in dark, part-excavated tunnels.

7. Our guide Emil draws attention to where carefully laid
dry stone walling blocks off one of many side tunnels.

The blocking off of many side tunnels and
chambers happened much later than pyramid
construction—about 5,000 years ago.

10. Must get fresh trousers before dining at the hotel!

Moving on to Vratnica Tumulus—this is of layered
construction, as is Silbury Hill, and a little higher:

8. A notice describes the very interesting atmospheric
properties within the labyrinth.

The ultrasound is beyond our hearing range, but
we understand that dogs hear and become
disorientated. Negative ion concentration keeps
air and water pure—free from bacteria and
viruses. The subterranean sourced water is pure

11. Rock layers are massive with clay between. Core drilling
indicates two substantial concrete layers beneath and three
meters of air space between, suggesting a chamber.
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12. Some layered rock slabs weigh up to 20-tons.

17. A winding road brings us to Sanela’s café and welcome
respite within just a few hundred meters of the apex.

13. A curious feature is that 3-4 cm of a different rock has
been fused onto the upper surface of the rock layers. The
photo shows where the layer has been chipped away,

18. At the top—bees, butterflies and flowering scabious.

14. On top of the Vratnica Tumulus.

15. This poster shows the general site layout.

We entered the labyrinth at location 6. We have
visited the tumulus at 8. Next, we shall go to the
Pyramid of the Sun at location 1.

19. To the north is the town of Visoko where our trek
began. We could have taken a taxi as far as the café!

16. There it is and we shall walk from this street to the top.

20. To the south are the structures named ‘Pyramid of the
Love’ and the ‘Temple of Mother Earth’
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Excavation at the pyramid apex is currently not
permitted on account of a 10th century
fortification being there.

24. More concrete and nature competing.

21. The fort remains are on the south edge of the apex.

All four elevations of the pyramid have been
faced with substantial concrete blocks—not
immediately evident since nature has since taken
over with soil deposition, scrub vegetation and
pine forest. If we now move to a much lower
level of the northern face we can see where the
damaged concrete block face has been exposed.
25. Continuing down steps in the 45o slope back to town.

22. Damaged concrete facing that nature has since covered.

23. Massive concrete work—45o slope.

The concrete has been tested by scientific
institutions in Bosnia, Italy and France. It is
described as vastly superior to modern concrete
in terms of its hardness, moisture absorption, and
indeed its lasting quality. Organic material (leaf)
sandwiched between concrete layers has been
radiocarbon dated to 29,200 years +/- 400 years.
So the pyramid is ancient, with character and
details of construction that go well beyond
human capability and human intellect.
HOW, WHY AND BY WHOM? The first task of any physical
mission by extraterrestrials to this planet has always been
to build a pyramid—an energy device that provides all
energy needs whilst they are here. They build using own
ET spiritual science methods, often assisted by local
humans of sufficient spiritual development to understand.
For further details see our book: ‘THE CHRONICLES OF
AERAH – Mind-link Communications across the Universe
(2009) and visit our website: www.salumetandfriends.org
. ‘Scientific Inquiry’ and ‘Bonniol / Extraterrestrial’ pages
will be found particularly relevant.

